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Senior State High School 1 of Probolinggo is one of excellent and favourite school in Probolinggo. This school is able to create students with great performance. Which is indicates that the student has get their confidence, the student agreed to go home over the normal time caused by their busy schedule. Which is effect the lack of the communication intensity with their parent. Desiani Maentiningsih on his research that the higher relation of secure attachment would gain the higher achievement. Although in that school even the parents and student has a lack of relationship, they still able to gain some great achievement.

Ainsworth define attachment as a bond of affectional aimed on someone or close figure which attach continously. Confidence is a conviction in the self abilities, conviction in the existence of something in life and belief on what they doing, what they want, plan, and expect by their mind.

This research have purpose to know the attachment’s quality step and confidence of the 11th Grade in Senior State High School 1 of Probolinggo, and Find out the relation between attachment’s quality and confidence. This research’s sample is collected from the students in 11th science A-E totaled amount 114 students (N=114 This research used quantitative correlation which is used to know the relation from one variable to another variable).

This research found that almost the students of 11th science A-E in Senior State High School 1of Probolinggo have Medium (74%) attachment’s quality. For the Confident’s level, it found that the majority of 11th grade student is on Medium category (72%). Product moment of correlation test result 0,202 with signification’s score 0,031 (p<0,05). It’s also found that determination coefficient (R Squared) of attachment variable quality on confident variable is 0,041, which means the variable effect of attachment quality is 4,1%, meanwhile the 95,9% point is definite by others variable. As advice for related side is to observe the relations between students and their parents to increase their confidant.